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ABSTRACT
In today’s internet world, all the data are represented and stored in digital form. Almost any entity in this world can be represented digitally, ranging
from simple text to complex multimedia work. Now, the challenge is to claim the ownership and prevent theft of one’s own digital data. Multimedia
theft has driven the attention of many stakeholders who spend huge money and precious time in creating or making such valuable digital data. Among
all the multimedia entities, image files are more vulnerable for theft since it is the basic component of any visuals. The notion of this research work is
to propose an image theft detection model which will determine whether partial theft or complete theft of an image has occurred or not. A biometric
feature, i.e., fingerprint of the owner is embedded on the digital image at a micro level, such that even a very small portion of image theft can be
determined, and the ownership of the image can be claimed by the owner. This research is limited to the spatial domain, i.e. raw image. Assessment
metrics of the results shows that embedding the biometric feature on an image does not distort the image quality and its artifacts.
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INTRODUCTION
Voluminous amount of multimedia contents is carried out by internet.
The emerging need of social network and the deployment of many web
servers lead to a massive increase of digital data eventually. Protecting
such data against theft or illegal usage is a very big challenge [1], ahead
of us. Among the various digital entities in cyberspace, digital image
is a predominant medium, where each and every visual in this world
is represented by image. Such image undergoes and satisfies many
needs in the digital world ranging from simply viewing an image to
authenticate a user by image. The images are created by the owner
with tremendous effort and cost. Practically, we can realize it when
we see great photographs placed in exhibits and recognized by prizes
and awards. Hence, in this cyber world, it is imperative to claim the
ownership of digital image [2] which we had created. Now, the question
arises to us is that how to uniquely identify our digital work in this cyber
world. Nowadays, digital acquisition medium can give you the date
and time the picture was taken, even the geographical location where
the picture was taken, but still claiming the ownership, i.e., who had
taken the photograph remains an unsolved gray area problem. Binding
the biometric property of our own unique physical feature [3] with
the digital work we had created, is an elegant solution in proving the
ownership of the digital work. The biometric characteristics of owner
identity can be taken from any one of the following entities: Fingerprint,
iris scan, retinal scan, etc. However, the most appropriate one for offering
dynamic identity to the digital entity we had created using a camera in
a mobile phone or a handycamera or a digital camera is our fingerprint.
Geographical attributes about an image [4] give information about
“where the photograph was taken,” similarly date and time specifies
“when the photograph was taken.” However, these data fail to give
who had taken the photograph. It may be possible in real time that
the camera owner may not be the real owner of the picture which was
taken. Hence, to cater this special need, biometric trait of owner (who
had taken the picture) should be bounded with the image that he/she
had acquired through digital acquisition medium. It is an imperative
state in the modern world, where digital theft has matured well in this
society, and it should be prevented. Watermarking and fingerprinting
are two different approaches to prevent the piracy of digital data [5].

Fingerprinting approach extracts a fingerprint from the image for
verification [6]. Watermarking is a digital content authentication
technique [7], where fragile or robust watermark [8] is embedded
on the digital entity, namely, image, video, audio file, etc. The main
functions of a watermark are the identification of the correct owner and
tampering detection [9]. However, watermarking process does not put
the metadata of the cover image on each and every pixel of the digital
cover (with respect to image). It is highly complex to embed metadata on
the entire digital cover. This limitation gives room for person who steals
fragment of image pieces for their purpose and its goes unnoticed. It is
possible to cut a fragment from multiple images or removing the vital
segment of the image. To curb this activity, theft of each and every pixel
of digital cover should be covered under vigilance. Stealing a very small
fragment/segment should be determined.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related
works. The general matrix embedding technique is described in Section III.
The proposed work is described in Section IV. Experimental results are
given in Section V. The limitations of the proposed work are discussed in
Section VI. Section VII gives the concluding remarks and future work.
RELATED WORKS
The increasing use of the internet has created a need for the security of
multimedia data. Information protection is a critical issue to prevent the
information which belongs to the respective owners from unauthorized
access and usage. A very familiar and suggested technique is to insert
watermark into multimedia data so that ownership can be proved. An
efficient authentication scheme [10] should fulfill the following features:
1. Able to identify whether an image has undergone any modification
or not
2. Able to identify the location of modification made on the image
3. Capable of integrating metadata to be authenticated within the cover
image rather than as a separate data file
4. The embedded authentication data should be imperceptible.
Friedman [11] proposed an image authentication system, in which a
digital signature is produced using camera’s unique private key and the
captured image. The digital signature is inserted at the time of storing
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the image using a digital camera. In the verification phase, the image in
question, its digital signature, and the public key unique to the camera
are considered. The hash code of the image in question and the hash code
of the original image are extracted and compared. If a match occurs, it
indicates that both images are identical. Hsieh et al. [5] used fingerprint
image as watermark. First, the fingerprint image is enhanced, and then a
two-level Haar wavelet is applied on the cover image to generate features
from the transformed coefficients in the LL2 subband. Moreover, a set of
share images is generated to protect the image copyright. Voice signal
of the content owner is considered as watermark by Saxena et al. [12].
The analog voice signal is digitized and represented in binary form,
which in turn get embedded into the cover image. Rao et al. [13] used
the technique of embedding singular values obtained from the shuffled
coordinates of the extracted minutiae points of the fingerprint image.

cover bits as shown in equations 1 and 2. The XOR operation outputs
true only when inputs differ.

A copyright protection scheme is proposed by Tu and Hsu [14] for digital
images with multi-authorship. A visual secret scheme is used to split
the ownership statement of “n” author’s into “n” shares based on the
features of the protected image. A logical OR operation is performed on
ownership share of author and the feature map of the protected image
to reveal the ownership statement. Shinde and Mohol [15] developed a
copyright protection scheme for images on Android phones where bit
plane complexity segmentation steganographic technique [16] is used
which replaces the complex bits of bit plane of the color image which
is difficult to detect by a human eye. Adelsbach et al. [17] developed
an ownership proof scheme which uses a similarity test function both
in the ownership proof and in the registration process, which helps to
perform ownership proofs on similar works and also avoid multiple
registrations of similar works.

Extraction
Three LSBs of each channel of a pixel are used to get two bits of secret
data. To retrieve two bits, b1 and b2 from three cover bits: say x1, x2,
and x3, equations 3 and 4 are applied.

Wang and Lin [18] developed a wavelet tree-based blind watermarking
scheme for copyright protection by quantizing supertrees, which are
the groups of wavelet coefficients of the host image. Each watermark
bit is embedded in various frequency bands, and the information of the
watermark bits are spread throughout large spatial regions. Ahmad
and Lu [19] considered iris as the watermark. The features of iris are
extracted using one-dimensional Gabor filters and then get encoded
into bits using Daugman’s four-level phase quantization. The cover
image is transformed using wavelet transform, and the bit patterns are
embedded in the transformed coefficients.
A perceptual watermark casting scheme is developed by Wang and
Kuo [20] which searches the perceptual significant wavelet coefficients
and the watermark is cast into selected significant coefficients to
provide a higher level of tolerance against attacks. A multipurpose
watermarking scheme is developed by Lu and Liao [21] which helps
to achieve both authentication and protection of multimedia data
for both image and audio watermarking. Instead of considering one
watermarking scheme, their approach uses both robust watermarking
and fragile watermarking. Huffman encoding [22], which is a variable
length encoding method, is used by Nag et al. [23,24], to compress
the payload to improve the embedding capacity. Kang and Aoki [25]
developed a watermarking system, in which only the watermark data
are transformed and embedded into untransformed cover image. A 2×2
submatrix is taken from the cover image by Ghoshal and Mandal [26]
and transformed the submatrix into the frequency domain using
Fourier transform, which results in real and imaginary part. Two bits
of secret image are fabricated within the real part of each pixel, where
the position is chosen using a hash function. The process is repeated for
each submatrix to insert entire secret image bits.
MATRIX EMBEDDING
In the matrix embedding technique [27-32], “p” secret bits are
embedded in 2p−1 cover bits with at most one-bit change.

Embedding
Let x1, x2, and x3 be three least significant bits (LSBs) of a pixel of each
channel which are treated as cover bits. To embed two bits, b1 and b2
in every channel of a pixel, exclusive OR (XOR) operation is done on the

b1=x1⊕x2
b2=x2⊕x3

(1)
(2)

There are four different cases to be considered:
a. If Equation (1) is satisfied and Equation (2) is not satisfied, then flip
x3
b. If Equation (1) is not satisfied and Equation (2) is satisfied, then flip
x1
c. If both equations are satisfied, then no bit changes
d. If neither equation is satisfied, then flip x2.

b1=x1⊕x2
b2=x2⊕x3

(3)
(4)

These collected bit streams are combined to get the entire secret data.
PROPOSED WORK

Voluminous number of images and videos are stored in the networked
computer on web. When some digital entity is online, there is a
possibility that it is prone to theft. The notion of the proposed work
is to uniquely identify a digital image along with real owner who
had acquired the image. Even a theft of a very small fragment in the
original digital image should be determined. This experiment is carried
on the spatial domain of a raw image. The primary requirement of
this biometric authentication (proposed work) is that the biometric
trait, i.e., the image of owner’s fingerprint has to be overlaid on each
and every pixel of the original image. This is a challenge that has to be
addressed because the uncompressed image size of fingerprint itself
occupies one-quarter of the original image’s file size.
The embedding model we want to adapt is invisible watermarking.
Hence, to overlay the fingerprint image on the original image, a frame
size or threshold is chosen for the original image. This frame size is the
minimum pixel one should at least cut/remove from the original image to
make a worthy stealing. Hence, it is finalized in the proposed work to lay
the fingerprint image on every 8×8 blocks of the original image. However,
in practical, a fingerprint image cannot be in the range of few bytes, say
100-200 bytes. Thus, the challenge is to scale down the fingerprint image
to house it on every 8×8 blocks of original image. Naturally, this has
become the requirement in giving authentication to the original image.
The fingerprint image of the owner is scaled down by hashing, which
resulted in a unique 128-bit binary code. The matrix embedding
technique used in the proposed work embeds two secret bits in every
channel of a pixel (24 bits), which results in a need of 64 pixels to store
the 128 bit hash code. In general, the size of the block is determined
by the number of bits to be embedded. Hence, the cover image is
partitioned into 8×8 non-overlapping blocks, and the hash code is
embedded into every block. It is carried out in all the channels (RGB).
Matrix embedding technique will bring less distortion to the original
image during the process of embedding the 128-bit hash code on it. To
prove the ownership of the image acquired by the owner, the following
steps are carried out in embedding, extraction, and verification process.
Embedding process
Embedding operation is carried out in the spatial domain of the original
image and is shown in Fig. 1.
1. Take the fingerprint image of the owner (from stored database); it
may be in jpeg format. Hash the image and obtain 128-bit hash code
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2.

3.

4.

using Message Digest 5 algorithm [33].
Take the original photograph/snap, for which ownership has to be
proven; this may be a raw 24-bit image (RGB); partition the image
into multiple 8×8 non-overlapping blocks on all the channels (RGB).
The 128-bit hash code is embedded into every 8×8 blocks of original
image on all the three channels through matrix embedding technique
as discussed in section III.
Finally, an original image with fingerprint embossed authenticated
image is created using embedding process.

Extraction process
The extraction process is carried out in the spatial domain from the
embedded image and is shown in Fig. 2.
1.
2.

3.

Take the suspected partial/fully stolen image, partition the image
into multiple 8×8 non-overlapping blocks
Three bits from every pixel of 8×8 block is considered to get two
secret bits through matrix extraction technique; this process is
applicable for all the channels (RGB)
Using the collected bits, construct and build a 128-bit hash code. Do
the same for every 8×8 blocks of original image.

Verification process
1. From the database, pull down the respective fingerprint image’s hash
code of the owner; which is a 128-bit hash code
2. Compare the extracted hash code with the database hash code; if the
database hash code match with all the 8×8 blocks of the suspected
image, then it is concluded that the image is stolen completely. Else
if, it matches with only a few 8×8 blocks of the suspected image, then
it can be concluded that partial theft of the original image has been
attempted. Three different cases are considered in the verification
phase.
a. Image fully stolen: The number of blocks matched will be equal
to the total number of blocks
b. Image partially stolen: It occurs when a part of the image is stolen
and if so, it identifies the matched blocks
c. Image not stolen: The number of blocks matched will be equal
to zero.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the tests are done on images taken from LIVE
database [34] as the cover images and images taken from CASIA
fingerprint database for testing version 1.0 [35] as secret image to
verify the validity of the proposed work. 25 out of 29 high-resolution
reference images in the LIVE database are used for testing. CASIAFingerprint V1 database consists of 20,000 fingerprint images of 4000
fingers from 500 subjects.
Block matching
While considering three different cases for verification, the number of
blocks matched varies. The number of blocks matched helps to identify

whether the image is completely stolen, partially stolen or not stolen.
For a fully stolen image, the number of blocks matched is same as the
total number of blocks in the image. The number of matched blocks will
be zero if the image is not stolen. For a partially stolen image, matched
blocks are identified. Tables 1 and 2 show how many blocks are
matched with the cover image in the case of fully stolen and partially
stolen images, respectively.
Image quality assessment
Four objective image quality assessment metrics such as peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR), mean square error (MSE), structural similarity
index (SSIM), and normalized cross-correlation (NCC) are used to find
the similarity between cover image and the embedded image.

MSE
MSE is one of the simplest quality metrics to find the similarity between
two images [36].

MSE=

1
MN

M

N

∑∑(A(i, j) − B(i, j))

2

i =1 j=1

(5)

Where A is the cover image and B is the embedded image. M×N
represents the size of the image.

PSNR
PSNR [37] is an objective image quality assessment metric used to
find the similarity between two images, which is measured in decibels
(dB).
 255 
PSNR = 20 log10 

 MSE 

(6)

SSIM
The SSIM index [38] is an efficient metric for full reference image quality
assessments, in which similarity between two images is calculated by
considering luminance, contrast, and structure. Given two images, X
and Y of size M×N. Let µx, µy denote the mean of x and y, respectively,
σ x2 ,σ y2 denote the variance of x and y, and σ denote the covariance of
xy

x and y. The SSIM index between x and y is:

Table 1: Block matching - for fully stolen image
S.No.

Test image (.bmp)

Image
size

Total number
of blocks

Number
of blocks
matched

1
2
3
4
5

House
Sailing
Building
Parrots
Dolls

768×512
480×720
640×512
768×512
608×488

6144
5400
5120
6144
4636

6144
5400
5120
6144
4636

Table 2: Block matching - for partially stolen image
S.No. Test image Image
(.bmp)
size
Fig. 1: Embedding process

Fig. 2: Extraction process

Total
Number Matched
number of blocks blocks
of blocks matched

1
2

House
Sailing

768×512 6144
480×720 5400

4
4

3

Building

640×512 5120

6

4
5

Parrots
Dolls

768×512 6144
608×488 4636

3
1

1, 2, 6, 9
13, 246, 426,
602
13, 326, 413,
566, 802, 813
385, 678, 962
772
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NCC
NCC [40] is used to find similarities between any two images E and C,
respectively, and is given by:
f

a

M

ij

k

ij

i =1 j=1
NCC =
M N

2

∑ ∑(C )
ij

g

b

N

∑∑(C × E )
i =1 j=1

c

(9)

Fig. 3 shows the sample cover and embedded images. A comparison of
various image quality metrics for assessing the quality between cover
and embedded images for fully stolen case are given in Table 3.

h

LIMITATIONS
There are few limitations in the proposed work. It uses 8×8 sized
blocks from the cover image to embed fingerprint image on it. There
is a possibility that a small fragment of fingerprint embossed original
image with less than 8×8 size could be stolen. However, in practical,
this tiny stolen part does not give any significant details of an image.
Furthermore, it is probable that part of an image could be stolen from
inter-block pixels both in horizontal or vertical directions. If this activity
is success and meaningful, then these types of theft remain undetectable.

i

d

e

CONCLUSION

j

Fig. 3: Sample cover and embedded images, (a-e) Cover images,
(f-j) embedded images, (k) authentic biometric image

Table 3: MSE, PSNR, SSIM and NCC- A comparison
S.No.

Test image (.bmp)

MSE

PSNR

SSIM

NCC

1
2
3
4
5

House
Parrots
Sailing
Building
Dolls

0.43
0.48
0.411
0.427
0.408

51.78
51.82
51.99
51.83
52.03

0.9840
0.9740
0.9768
0.9960
0.9810

0.9999
0.9999
0.9995
0.9997
0.9994

)(

2
2
2
2
x + µy + C1 σ x + σ y + C2

2.

)

(7)

A n×n circular symmetric Gaussian weighting function [39] is
used to modify µx, µ y, σ x, σ y, σ xy. The quality maps exhibit a locally
isotropic property with a windowing approach. The overall quality
of the image is calculated as the mean of the SSIM index of all
windows.

SSIM ( X , Y ) =

1
P

i =1

3.
4.
5.

6.

P

∑
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(2µx µy + C1 )(2σ xy +C2 )
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